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1 Optional. 2 The Combo Cargo XL long-wheelbase version with the passenger bench and the cargo partition with hatch. 
3 Up to 4.4 m3 for the Combo Cargo XL long-wheelbase version. With the passenger bench and the cargo partition with hatch. 
4 Maximum payload of the standard Combo Cargo. The Combo Cargo XL long-wheelbase version has a 950 kg payload. Max. payload  
takes the weight of the driver into account. 5 Standard for Dynamic, optional for Selection and Enjoy. 6 Please see rear page.

THE FACTS SPEAK FOR 
THE COMBO.
The new Combo Cargo is everything you’d expect from an  
efficient, reliable and versatile cargo van. At the top of its 
class and available in a variety of sizes, the Combo Cargo  
can haul loads of up to a ton – effortlessly. 

Its spacious multifunctional interior, fuel-efficient engines 
and innovative features ensure your total cost of ownership  
is at its lowest while your daily productivity is at its highest.

5.   Advanced Assistance Systems: 11 features such  
as Flank Guard1, Rear View Camera1 and Automatic 
Cruise Control1 alleviate stress and help you get  
the job done.

6.  High Payload: With a maximum payload of up to 
1,000 kg1,4, the new Combo Cargo ensures heavy  
hauls are no problem.

7.  Safety Systems: Innovative safety features such  
as Lane Departure Warning1, Forward Collision Alert 
with Automatic Emergency Braking5,6 and Driver 
Drowsiness Alert – all keeping you safe and sound  
on the road.

1.  Low Fuel Consumption: Top-notch engines  
feature improved fuel consumption and reduced  
CO2 emissions.

2.  Modern Cockpit: An 8˝ colour touch screen1,  
heated seats1, heated leather steering wheel1  
and high  seating position make every commute  
an enjoyable experience.

3.  Generous Storage: 15 storage compartments  
ensure you’re always fully prepared for every job.

4.  High Capacity: The passenger bench and the  
load-through bulkhead boost the Combo’s  
cargo space2,3 up to 4.4 m3. The passenger bench1  
effortlessly folds down to increase load length  
for optimal utility and flexibility. 

The new Opel Combo Cargo
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VERSATILITY FOR EVEn 
ThE TOughEST OF jObS.

1  Up to 4.4 m3 for the 
Combo Cargo XL long-
wheelbase version. 
With the passenger 
bench and the cargo 
partition with hatch. 

2  Optional, not available 
for Crew Van.

C

A

D

B

1

1.  huge Load Space: The Combo Cargo has everything  
you want from your spacious cargo van – a low loading 
edge,  plenty of room and excellent accessibility.  
Total cargo space1 of 3.8 to 4.4 m3 is accessible through 
either slam doors with a 180° hinge, the tailgate or  
sliding doors.

2.  Functional and Versatile Passenger bench2:
  A. normal: On-the-jo b adaptability is key. The 2-seater 

passenger bench seamlessly adapts your Cargo to your 
needs with space for 3 adults up front.

  b. upfolded: For increased load volume, the outer bench 
seat can be folded up to accommodate more cumbersome 
loads in the front floor space and footwell.

  C. Table: The middle seat of the front passenger bench 
also folds down easily to become a useful table, trans-
forming your Combo Cargo into a mobile office.

  D. Downfolded: Alternatively, fold the outer passenger 
seat down to maximise load length.

The new Opel Combo Cargo
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For all the  
heavy liFters.

1 Only available for 
standard wheelbase. 
2 Optional. 3 Available 
with or without a glass 
panel. 4 Load length 
for the Combo Cargo XL  
long-wheelbase version.

Displayed on the right 
page are the Combo 
Cargo XL (left) and 
Combo Cargo Crew Van 
(right).

2 3

4

1

1.  the Combo Cargo Xl and Crew van: The Combo Cargo 
XL includes all the convenient features of the Combo Cargo 
with even more space. While the 5-seater Crew Van’s smart 
and practical design with a movable second row passenger 
bench seat makes it the ideal work crew transport vehicle.

2.  tailgate1: Protect your cargo from bad weather when 
loading and unloading.

3.  Cargo Partition2: Keep riders and cargo separate with  
a variety of partitions such as the solid bulkhead between 
passenger and cargo areas – available with or without  
a window to match every business need.

4.  Cargo Partition with hatch2,3: This bulkhead includes an 
opening hatch ideal for professionals needing to transport 
long objects up to 3,440 mm4.

The new Opel Combo Cargo
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AN INTERIOR BUILT  
FOR COMFORT.
1.  Functional Comfort: With an 8˝ touch screen1 for total  

compatibility with Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™2, the 
Combo Cargo perfectly bridges functionality, innovation 
and well-being. Relax with amenities like wireless charging1, 
designed to keep you going throughout the day.

2.  Convenient Storage: 15 easy accessible storage compart-
ments make finding and storing the essentials as simple as 
reaching under your seat3. 

3.  Heated Features: Keep your hands and body warm when 
temperatures start to drop with the heated seats1 and heated 
leather steering wheel1.

4.  Multimedia Navi Pro1: The range-topping navigation system 
includes an impressive 8˝ touch screen1 with advanced voice 
control and 3-D navigation to keep you on track during every-
day drives or longer hauls.

1

2 3 4

1 Optional. 2 Compatibility and certain functionalities may differ depending on the type of device and version of operating system. Apple CarPlay is a trademark 
of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Android is a trademark of Google Inc. Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ may not be available in all 
countries and may depend on your OS version. Please visit www.apple.com or www.android.com 3 Under the seat storage standard on Enjoy, Dynamic and 
Crew Van, optional on Selection.

Interior
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Safety firSt.

1 Works automatically above 5 km/h and below 85 km/h. 
From 0 to 30 km/h, the deceleration metric to reduce the 
impact speed of the collision is 0.9 g. From 30 to 85 km/h, 
the system brakes to the speed by a maximum of 22 km/h. 
After this threshold, the driver needs to brake to reduce 
the speed even further. 2 Standard for Dynamic, optional 
for Selection and  Enjoy. 3 eCall availability as option in 
selected car lines expected as of May 2019, Opel Connect 
with further services available as option in selected car lines 
expected as of about October 2019. The services might 
require a subscription/fee and are subject to mobile network 
coverage and availability. 4 Optional.

5

3

6

4

1.  automatic emergency Braking1: The Combo Cargo’s 
Forward Collision Alert2 with Automatic Emergency  
Braking warns the driver if an obstacle, such as a pedes-
trian or other vehicle, should cross its path. If no action  
is taken, the car brakes automatically lowering the risk  
of potential collisions.

2.  introducing Opel Connect: soon you can explore a new  
way to stay connected and secure on the road.3 For more 
information please visit www.opel.com

3.  Head-Up Display4: Keep crucial driver info in your line of 
sight, so you can keep your eyes safely on the road.

4.  rear View Camera4: The Rear View Camera provides  
a view of the scene to help you stay aware of obstacles 
during parking or reversing manoeuvres. 

5.  automatic Cruise Control4: Sees ahead and maintains  
a safe distance from the vehicle in front at speeds between 
30 and 160 km/h. The automatic acceleration and braking 
is extremely comfortable on long trips. 

6.   flank Guard4: Provides acoustic and visual warnings to 
prevent any low-speed collisions with side obstacles like 
poles or other vehicles.

Innovation

2
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Crew Van
Highlights:
1.  Foldable rear bench
2.  Sliding doors with window
3.  Foldable passenger seat

ROOM FOR THE  
WHOLE CREW. 
The Combo Cargo Crew Van is spacious enough for you, 
your crew and every last bit of gear. with 2 seats in the front 
and 3 in the second row, the Crew Van is a flexible 5-seater. 
If you’re looking to easily expand the Combo Cargo’s 

load space to 4.0 m3, fold down the second row passenger 
seats and open the hatch for a maximum load length of 
3,440 mm. The Crew Van is based on the Combo Cargo XL 
Selection and features the same standard equipment.

Crew Van

3

1 2
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14 Trim levels and Colours

SeleCTion
Highlights:
1. Mistral Grey fabric
2.  Heated electrically adjustable  

exterior mirrors
3. R 4.0 Radio 

» Complete bulkhead
» Hill Start Assist
» Asymmetrical rear slam doors
» Central door locking
» Power windows

 enjoy
The standard equipment of Selection, plus:
1. Sliding door, passenger side
2.  Driver seat with 6-way adjustable headrest 

 and manual lumbar support
3. Dashboard with additional storage

» Underseat storage
» Painted mirrors 
» Automatic Cruise Control

DynAMiC
The standard equipment of Enjoy, plus:
1.  leD Daytime Running lights
2.	 	Multimedia	radio	with	8˝	 

touch screen
3.  Speed Sign Recognition

»	16˝	steel	wheel	with	cover	
»  Automatic emergency Braking 

with Pedestrian Detection1

» lane Keep Assist 
»  Rear ultrasonic park sensors

» Skid plate front
» Painted door handle
»  Fog lamps with cornering  

function
» Chrome applications
» Air Conditioning
»  High Beam Assist and  

acoustic pack

Trim LeveLs.
1 1 1

2 2 2

3 3 3
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White Jade

Night Blue

Moonstone Grey

Ruby Red

Quartz Grey

Cosmic Brown

Cool Grey

Onyx Black

1  Works automatically above 5 km/h and below 85 km/h. From 0 to 30 km/h, the deceleration metric to reduce the impact speed of the collision is 0.9 g. From 30 to 85 km/h,  
the system brakes to the speed by a maximum of 22 km/h. After this threshold, the driver needs to brake to reduce the speed even further.

ChOOse yOuR COlOuR.
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WHEELS AND TYRES. 

1 Available for Selection and Enjoy Panel Van only. 2 Optional. Not available for Selection Panel Van.

15˝ and 16˝ steel wheel with  
half wheel cover, 6.5 J x 15,  
tyres 195/65 R 151 and 6.5 J x 16, 
tyres 205/60 R 16

16˝ steel wheel with Silver  
cover in Rotor design, 6.5 J x 16, 
tyres 205/60 R 16

16˝ steel wheel with Silver  
cover in 7-segment design,  
6.5 J x 16, tyres 205/60 R 16

16˝ alloy wheel in 7-spoke  
Bright Silver design, 6.5 J x 16, 
tyres 205/60 R 162

TYRE LABELLINg

WHEELS 195/65 R 15 205/60 R 16 215/65 R 16 M+S

Fuel efficiency class C B C

Wet grip class A A C

External rolling noise measured value (dB) 71 70 69

External rolling noise class

Wheels and tyres
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Opel Service.
When it comes to servicing and maintenance, Opel’s expert  
repair network provides fast, convenient and great value after-
sales care – getting your car or commercial vehicle back on the 
road quickly. Opel has the specialised equipment, tools and 

training to support all of your after-sales needs, using only 
genuine parts fitted by Opel trained technicians. Simply put,  
we are your ‘one-stop shop’ for all after-sales support under 
one roof.

CUSTOMISED PROTECTION
Stay prepared by taking advantage of our tailor-made packages 
for new cars. Bundled services create excellent value, so you can 
define your level of coverage according to your needs.

•	 Opel Assistance 24-hour mobility warranty

•	 Opel Extended Warranty prolongs the standard 2-year 
warranty by up to 3 additional years

•	 Opel Service Inspections/Wear and Tear includes all parts 
and fluids during a service, labour as specified in the service 
plan, corrosion protection checks etc. Opel Wear and Tear 
provides free replacement parts

OPEL COMPETENCE
Opel specialists know your car better than anyone else and 
provide quick, convenient and expert service at a fair price.

•	 MOT	and	pre-MOT	checks

•	 Service	inspections

•	 Oil	check

•	 Summer/Winter	check

•	 Tyre	change

•	 Smart	Repair	(body	and	glass)

ALWAYS YOUR BEST OPTION 
Opel original parts are fully tested for function and safety, fit 
perfectly and are the most reliable parts available for your car. 

•	 Opel	original	batteries	are	maintenance-free	–	no	need	to	
add water

•	 Opel	original	wiper	blades	minimise	wind	and	noise	and	 
improve high-speed comfort

•	 Opel	original	brake	discs	are	made	for	the	best	braking	
performance and shortest braking distances

•	 Opel	original	bumpers	are	crash	tested	and	fit	properly,	 
so your vehicle retains its original look

GET YOUR PEACE OF MIND WITH OUR  
FREE VISUAL CHECK
We visually check 97 safety and reliability aspects of your  
car – in 12 minutes. You decide what is repaired and when.  
By proactively handling small repairs, you can avoid costly  
repairs later on.

•	 Free	of	charge

•	 Covers	all	main	safety	aspects

•	 Immediate	feedback

•	 Report	for	your	records

DRIVE SMARTER 
Good navigation demands up-to-date maps. Opel navigation 
updates provide the latest maps and info with thousands of 
route updates – so you can reach your destination.

•	 Save	time	by	driving	efficiently	

•	 Save	money	–	on	both	fuel	and	vehicle	maintenance

•	 Respect	the	environment	–	reduce	fuel	consumption	and	
CO2 emissions

Find out more at your local dealership!

FleXcAre Opel prOFeSSiONAl MAiNTeNANce

Opel OriGiNAl pArTS

elecTrONic vehicle heAlTh check

NAviGATiON MAp updATeS

Opel Service
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SPACE FOR IT ALL  
IN THE COMBO.
No matter what business you’re in, the Combo Cargo has  
a commercial vehicle for you. Choose between a 2- or 3-seater 
Panel van or the 5-seater Crew Van, a standard or XL long 
wheelbase, standard or high payload – so you never second-
guess your space again.

1 Load-through bulkhead.

Capacities and measurements

Cargo CaPaCities

VariaNts Number of 
seats

Payload class gross vehicle 
weight  
(in kg)

Max. payload 
incl. driver  

(in kg)

Max. load  
volume 
(in m3)

Max. load floor width be-
tween wheel arches with 

0/1/2 sliding doors 
(in mm)

Max. load height  
(in mm)

sliding door opening 
max. width/height  

(in mm)

slam doors opening 
max. width/height  

(in mm)

Combo Cargo
2/3

low 1,940–2,050 610
3.3/3.8 1 1,733,5/1,630/1,527 1,236 675 x 1,072 1,241 x 1,119 

(tailgate) 

1,241 x 1,196
(slam doors)

high 2,315 –2,390 948

Combo Cargo XL high 2,290–2,400 895 3.9/4.4 1 n.a./1,630/1,527
1,243 759 x 1,072

Crew Van 5 high 2,280–2,360 780 1.8/3.5/4.0 1 n.a./n.a./1,527
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4403

4753

4753

Combo Cargo

Combo Cargo XL

Crew Van

1796–18251/ 
1840–18601

1812–18201/ 
1849–18601

1812–18201/ 
1849–18601

1921

1921

1921

2107

2107

2107

3090

3440

3050

1817

2167

1051

1 Dimensions may vary depending on configuration. All dimensions are in millimeters (mm).
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ENGINE TECH SPECS.
ENGINES 
WLTP values calculated to NEDC

1.2 Turbo  
(81 kW/110 hp) with 
Start/Stop System

1.5 Turbo Diesel  
(56 kW/76 hp)  
with BlueInjection  
technology2,3

1.5 Turbo Diesel  
(75 kW/102 hp) with 
Start/Stop System 
and BlueInjection 
techno logy2

1.5 Turbo Diesel  
(96 kW/130 hp) with 
Start/Stop System 
and BlueInjection 
techno logy2

1.6 Turbo Diesel  
(56 kW/75 hp)  
with BlueInjection 
techno logy2,3

1.6 Turbo Diesel  
(73 kW/99 hp) with 
Start/Stop System 
and BlueInjection 
techno logy2

Transmission MT-6 MT-5 MT-5 MT-6 AT-8 MT-5 MT-5

Emission standard Euro 6d-TEMP Euro 6d-TEMP Euro 6d-TEMP Euro 6d-TEMP Euro 6b Euro 6b

Table shows scale of consumption and emission data depending on tyres. Please contact your Opel dealer or refer to price list for specific information.

Fuel Petrol Diesel Diesel Diesel Diesel Diesel

Fuel consumption in l/100 km1

Urban 6.8–6.2 4.9–4.7 4.6–4.2 4.1–4.9 4.7–4.5 4.9–4.8 4.9–4.6

Extra-urban 5.1–4.9 4.0–3.9 4.1–3.8 4.4–4.1 4.4–4.1 4.1 –3.9 4.3–4.0

Combined 5.7–5.4 4.4–4.2 4.3–3.9 4.6–4.4 4.5–4.3 4.4–4.3 4.6–4.2

CO2 emission combined in g/km1 131–124 115–110 114–104 123–116 119–113 114–111 119–109

MT-5/MT-6 = 5-/6-speed manual transmission AT-8 = 8-speed automatic transmission

All information was accurate and up to date at the time of going to print. Opel reserves the right to alter engine specifications at any time, which may influence the content of the shown data. All figures quoted relate to the EU base model with 
standard equipment. For the latest information about available engines and their technical data please check our website www.opel.com or contact your dealer.
The values do not take into account in particular use and driving conditions, equipment or options and may vary depending on the format of tyres. For more information on official fuel consumption and CO2 emission values, please read the 
guideline ‘Guideline for fuel consumption, CO2 emissions of new passenger cars’ freely available in all points of sale or at the designated state authority or body.

1 Fuel consumption data and CO2 emission data are determined using the Worldwide harmonised Light vehicles Test Procedure (WLTP), and the relevant values are translated back to allow the comparability into NEDC, according to regulations  
R (EC) No. 715/2007, R (EU) No. 2017/1153 and R (EU) No. 2017/1151. For more details you can check www.opel.com 2 Vehicles with BlueInjection technology will need regular AdBlue® top-ups also in between recommended service intervals. An indicator 
integrated into the on-board computer will warn you when you need to top up. More information under www.opel.com 3 Not available for Combo Cargo XL.
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22 Special equipment

EXTRAS THAT GET  
THE JOB DONE RIGHT.

1 Optional. 2 When descending a slope with a gradient 
of more than 5 % and with a vehicle speed below 30 km/h, 
the system will work to reduce the risk of slipping.

1 2 1.  Roof Flap: Open the roof flap1 to 40°  
to make carrying long objects in transit 
extra simple.

2.  IntelliGrip1,2: Keep a sure footing on every 
surface, whatever the conditions, with 
extra traction from the IntelliGrip system.

3.  Tow Hooks1: A range of heavy-duty tow 
hooks makes towing simple and effort-
less, and each is removable for maximum 
convenience.

4.  Parking Heater1: Avoid getting into a cold 
cabin. Even when stationary, the parking 
heater automatically kicks in to keep 
your Combo Cargo at your ideal preset 
temperature.

Special equipment

3 4
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Accessories
211.  Rubber Floor Mats1: Safeguard your 

carpet from mud, water, road salt, snow 
or dirt with the robust easy-to-clean 
rubber mats, designed especially to fit 
your model.

2.  Roof Rack1: The high-quality aluminium 
Opel roof rack is perfect for strapping  
on bulkier items. Includes all necessary 
mounting materials with no drilling  
necessary. 

3.   Window Protection Grilles1: Robust 
protective window grilles protect your 
vehicle and its cargo from anything  
that may shift around in the boot.

4.   Quality Floors: Durable floors to with-
stand heavy-duty use.

  More equipment and accessories can  
be found at www.opel-accessories.com

43
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Some feature descriptions in this brochure may refer to, and some illustrations may show, optional equipment not included in standard delivery. The information contained in this brochure was accurate at the time of going to print. We reserve the right to make changes in design and equipment. 

The colours printed in the brochure only approximate actual colours. Illustrated optional equipment is available at extra charge. Availability, technical features and equipment provided on our vehicles can vary outside the Federal Republic of Germany.

Automatic Emergency Braking works automatically above 5 km/h and below 85 km/h. From 0 to 30 km/h, the deceleration metric to reduce the impact speed of the collision is 0.9 g. From 30 to 85 km/h, the system reduces the speed by a maximum of 22 km/h. After this threshold, the driver needs to brake 

themselves to reduce the speed even further. Operational speed range of AEBPD depends on the detected obstacle (mobile target: from 5 to 85 km/h; fixed target: from 5 to 80 km/h; pedestrian: from 5 to 60 km/h). Opel driver assistance systems are intended to support the driver within the system-immanent limitations. 

The driver remains responsible for the driving task.

Recycling: information on Design for Environment, our take-back network and the recycling of End of Life Vehicles can be found on www.opel.com. For precise information on the equipment provided on our vehicles, please contact your local Opel partner.

Opel Southeast Europe LLC (2040 Budaörs, Szabadság út 117, Hungary) 
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THE FUTURE IS EVERYONE’S


